Taking a

Layered Approach

to Security and Access
What is meant by a “layered approach”?

A layered approach to security will:

With the wide range of locking technologies now
available, it’s easier than ever to tailor the access
control capabilities of each opening to match its
security needs. Varying degrees of access control
can be implemented at each opening, whether
it’s a loading dock on the building perimeter or
a cabinet door in a patient room. High security
areas require more sophisticated (possibly
online) solutions, while areas with lower risk may
require simpler, offline products. By scaling these
security solutions according to risk, the hospital
can maximize its security plan while staying
within budget.

•	Improve access to key areas of the facility
•	Help the organization ensure compliance with
federal and local statutes
•	Boost patient satisfaction
•	Improve efficiency
•	Reduce the costs of administration, operation,
compliance and loss of diverted equipment
and supplies

The knowledge
and experience
of hospital staff,
taken together
with patient survey
data, can be used
by access control
decision makers to
create a site-specific
security plan.

Creating a Site-Specific Security Plan
Using the results of patient surveys along with the
knowledge and experience of the hospital staff,
you can identify the risks and security needs of
each opening by following these steps:
•	Define users
-	Clinical staff
-	General public/visitors
-	Patients including those with disabilities
-	Other populations within the hospital
•	Identify estimated budget
•	Determine areas of greatest concern
-	Nursery
-	ICU
-	Patient rooms
-	Staff lockers
-	Exterior visitor entrances and employee
entrances
-	Medication stations, pharmacy, supply cabinets
•	Assign frequency of use figures (high or low
traffic) to each area
•	Determine which areas are subject to fire/egress
codes such as NFPA
•	Assign security levels
- General access
- High security
- Lockdown area
•	Add energy efficiency and LEED/sustainability
requirements, keeping in mind that doors
contribute to energy loss from the building
envelope
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Armed with this information, please contact your
local ASSA ABLOY representative to assist you in
developing a well-conceived and cost-effective
layered approach to security and access control.
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